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Detail model number: Otium beats STATE FORECAST FORECAST. The best workout is sweaty Bluetooth headphones. Great for running, jogging, hiking, cycling, gym, etc. stay at Ear Tech with a handy ear hook. Superb SOUND Headset quality and Bluetooth V4.1'EDR for stereo sound and superb bass sound. Clear
the high and low volume. The best wireless sound headphones. UP TO 8 HOURS Music playing for full battery life. Super fast charging time with full indication of the light charge. The headphone battery will automatically appear on the iOS Phone screen. EASY TO USE technology with voice notification of incoming calls.
Excellent quality of microphone. With EASY TO USE BUTTONS allows you to skip/play/pause on music tracks as well as all phone usage without reaching your phone. Up to 30 feet of Bluetooth range in open space and 10 feet in obstacle space. It can be connected with two devices at the same time. Super fast pairing
with Android, iOS and other Bluetooth devices. Click the orange button to buy now! BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE IN TERMS OF SOUND AND a lot more superior sound because of the Bluetooth V4.1'EDR Most updated technology. Specially designed headsets to match an active lifestyle. The unique Design of Ear Fit
with special in-Ear material allows you to perform all active sports, both indoors and outdoors. Great for running. Special sweat resistance is exactly what you were looking for in a stereo headset! Compatible with all Bluetooth devices - compatible with all Bluetooth devices - iOS devices such as iPhone 4, 4s, 5s, 5s, 6s,
6s, 6s, 6s, as well as with iPad and i-watch models; Android mobile phones such as HTC, Sony, LG and other devices. Pairs in seconds to create a seamless connection. Works on advanced charging technology allows up to 8 hours of music time. Blisteringly is a fast charging time of just 2 hours. Otium headphones are
a premium product with a number of key advantages: - Operating distance up to 30 feet in open space and up to 10 feet in the interior space. - Best noise insulation! Unsurpassed by any other Bluetooth headphones. - Intuitive user interface allows you to fully control music from the headset. - Thanks to the Top-Notch
microphone you would sound great while talking on the phone. - A sleek design that takes aesthetics to a whole new level. - A quality build that guarantees durability and service. Don't settle just for any headset with a microphone! Choose the best! Click Add to the cart now! You have absolutely nothing to lose. What's in
the box: Bluetooth Headphones Micro USB Charging Cable 2 Sets extra ear tips discLAIMER : The next domain is related to providing these guides for you: cdn.shopify.com. is solely responsible for the accuracy, legality or content of an external site or for subsequent links. Contact an external site to get answers to
questions about its content. If you find a problem with this guide or that link is bad, please let us know! Otium Wireless Sports Headphones looks so much like Apple Beats headphones so much See how it works with the iPhone 6 itself. The setup process is very simple and simple. It is recommended to fully charge the
headphones first - you can see that it is charging from a small LED light on the side. When fully charged, the LED goes from normal red to solid blue. Next, you need to turn on Bluetooth on the iPhone 6. Holding the power button otium Wireless Sports Earbuds for a few seconds, the headphones will turn on. If you're
wearing headphones, you can hear him say Power On. At this point, it can be detected via Bluetooth and you can see the 'otium beats' show under other devices. Once you click on 'otium beats', you will start pairing Otium Wireless Sports Earbuds with iPhone 6.While wearing Otium Wireless sports headphones, you
can hear the voice say connected, confirming that the Bluetooth pairing is successful. In the future, all I need to do is to use headphones to turn on Bluetooth on the iPhone 6 and turn on the headphones and they will be automatically paired with headphones talking in the ear Turn, connected!. After using these
headphones to widely stream music, watch TV shows, and play games, while I am not an audiophile I personally found these headphones to be very satisfying. The lack of cord is also very handy-nothing confusing, but then I often forget to bring my phone sometimes and I take a lot of feet before I realize that I have left
the phone behind. There are some minor problems that I found with Otium Wireless sports headphones running with the iPhone 6. When the headphones initially connect to the iPhone sometimes the audio is choppy for a few seconds, but then the choppy goes away after that. In addition, there is a slight mismatch in the
audio levels on the iPhone 6 and Otium Wireless sports headphones. The image below shows the level at which the headphones no longer emit sound. Basically the first increment of the past dumb still does not radiate audio. Finally, when listening to music at night, when everything is quiet, the headphones may seem a
little louder than necessary, but not disgustingly so. Otium Wireless sports headphones usually works great with the iPhone 6, which is to be expected given that Otium is positioning these headphones as an inexpensive Beats PowerBeats2 wireless alternative. Any information we collect from you can be used in one of
the following ways: to process transactions, your information, whether public or private, will not be sold, exchanged, transferred or transferred to any other company for any reason, without your consent, except for the explicit purpose of delivering the requested product or service. To send periodic emails, the email
address you provide to process orders can be used to send you information and updates pertaining to your order, in addition to receiving random company news, related updates About product or service, etc. Note: If at any time you want to unsubscribe from receiving future emails, we we we Detailed instructions to
unsubscribe at the bottom of each letter. How do we protect your information? We take various security measures to keep your personal information safe when ordering or logging in, sending or accessing your personal information. We suggest using a secure server. All sensitive/credit information provided is transmitted
through Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology and then encrypted in our database of payment gateway providers only to be accessible to those who have special access rights to such systems, which are required to keep the information secret. After the transaction, your personal information (credit cards, Social Security
numbers, finances, etc.) will not be stored on our servers. Do we use cookies? Yes. Cookies are small files that a website or service provider transfers to a computer's hard drive through a web browser (if you will), allowing website or service provider systems to recognize your browser and capture and memorize certain
information. We use cookies to help us remember and process items in your shopping cart, understand and maintain your preferences for future visits, track ads, and collect aggregate data about site traffic and site interactions so that we can offer the best experience and tools of the site in the future. Do we disclose any
information to external parties? We do not sell, sell or otherwise share your personal information with external entities. This does not include trusted third parties who assist us in running our site, running our business, or serving you, as long as these parties agree to keep that information confidential. We may also
disclose your information when we believe that the exemption complies with the law, enforces the policies of our site or protects our or other rights, property or security. However, unidentified visitor information can be shared with other parties for marketing, advertising, or other purposes. Third party links Sometimes, at
our discretion, we may include or offer third-party products or services on our website. These third-party sites have separate and independent privacy policies. Therefore, we take no responsibility or responsibility for the content and activities of these related sites. However, we are committed to protecting the integrity of
our site and welcome any feedback on these sites. Because we value your privacy, we have taken the necessary precautions to comply with the California Online Privacy Act. Therefore, we will not share your personal information with outside parties without your consent. Under the California Internet Privacy Protection
Act, all users of our site can make any changes to their information at any time by logging into their account and to change the user profile. We are in compliance with the requirements of COPPA (Children's Online Privacy Act) and we do not collect any information from under the age of 13. Our website, products and
services are aimed at people who are at least 13 years old or older. This Online Privacy Policy only applies to information collected through our website, not to any information collected offline. Please also read our Terms of Use, which explains the correct use of our site on www.otiumobile.com With the help of our
website, you agree to our website Privacy Policy. If we decide to change our Privacy Policy, we will update the date of the privacy policy change below. Latest changes: 25.02.2017 02/25/2017
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